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Incipit is a Milan-based creative lab and business 
whose aim is to nurture young talent, promote young designers  

and the quality of Made in Italy.  

The company was founded in late 2013 
by Roberto Hoz and Marta Bernstein,

 two entrepreneurs with experience at several 
leading Italian design companies.

Incipit’s collection of objects and home accessories  
is made with natural materials  

and manufactured
with environmentally friendly processes. 

The collection is characterized by a certain sensitivity 
to materials and colours, and a warm, simple, 

yet not too minimal aesthetic appearance. 

Every Incipit item is made strictly by Italian  
manufacturers and artisans. Our suppliers are not just executors, 

they actively collaborate with designers 
to find the best possible technical solutions.

designed and manufactured  
in italy
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Elmetta
designed by 

tommaso caldera

description
—

Elma started with the intention of investigating the 
typology of nomadic lamps. 

The result is an indirect-light table lamp composed by 
two main elements 

which differ in material and shape: 
a turned metal diffuser holding the light source and a 

bent and milled wood handle 
holding the diffuser.

The handle allows to move the lamp while keeping it 
balanced, while the diffuser directs the light and holds 

the bulb. The two elements, necessary to each other, 
create a perfect ensemble.

technical info
—

Indirect light floor lamp, 
diffuser in painted aluminium, 

handle in curved wood (natural stain); 
available in the colours white, anthracite, 

red, blue, olive green and mustard
E14 socket, complies with EEC regulations. 



COD: 2.4 A GR

COD: 2.4 A BL COD: 2.4 A RD

COD: 2.4 A YL COD: 2.4 A WH COD: 2.4 A BK
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Elma
designed by 

tommaso caldera

description
—

Elma started with the intention of investigating the 
typology of nomadic lamps. 

The result is an indirect-light floor lamp composed by 
two main elements 

which differ in material and shape: 
a turned metal diffuser holding the light source and a 

bent and milled wood handle 
holding the diffuser.

The handle allows to move the lamp while keeping it 
balanced, while the diffuser directs the light and holds 

the bulb. The two elements, necessary to each other, 
create a perfect ensemble.

technical info
—

Indirect light floor lamp, 
diffuser in painted aluminium, 

handle in curved wood (natural stain); 
available in the colours white, anthracite, 

dark red and sea blue.
E27 socket, complies with EEC regulations. 



COD: 2.3 A BL COD: 2.3 A RD COD: 2.3 A WH COD: 2.3 A AN



elma
general specs

Size 
cm 38 × 35 × 35

Weight
kg 2,50 

Package size 
cm 45×45×45

Colours
White: RAL9010

Anthracite: RAL 7021
Sea Blue: RAL5001
Deep Red: RAL3005

Material
Cap: aluminum sheet 1.2 mm 

Finish
Cap in matte paints 

Processing
Cap: spin forming

Handle: curved and milled wood

Wooden handle
oak (natural stain)

Electrical characteristics 
Voltage 230V AC E27 – 110V AC E26

Electrical cable
Transparent 4 × 0.75

Double insulated - terminals with faston
1 meter between lamp and pedal operated 
switch and 3 meters between min switch 

and plug

Bulb (Not included)
Fluo Energy Saver Ma× 70W E27/E26

Globe ø 10 cm

Certifications   
Certified to EEC standards

Manufactured to UL standards



Tull
designed by 

tommaso caldera

description
—

Tull is a lamp of simple and refined design, available in two models, 
table/floor or pendant. 

Its design is a contemporary reinterpretation 
of the old lamps that are usually found in workshops. 

The new version is enriched with a metal finish: copper and black 
nickel are combined and presented with polished and matte finishings, 

creating a strong and refined look.

technical info
—

Pendant and table/floor lamp, 
diffuser in painted aluminium, structure in curved steel wire, welded and 

painted. 
E27 socket, complies with EEC regulations. 

Available in the colours: 
turquoise/orange, orange/beige, anthracite/turquoise. 

For the metal versions: 
black nickel/black and copper-coated/white.

The table/floor version has a leather handle for transport. 



Electrical cable
Transparent - Standard length 180 cm

Pole transparent switch - Pin Plug 
transparent molded

Leather handle
on top of the cap for transport

    

Electrical cable
Transparent 2 × 0.75

Double insulated - terminals with faston
Standard length - 120 cm

Ceiling cup
cm 14 × 14 × 10
aluminum sheet 

Same colour of the cap  
for standard versions

Same colour of the cage but matte  
for metal versions

tull 
pendant

tull 
floor/desk

Size cm 36 × 36 × 40
Weight kg 2,53 

Package size cm 45×45×45

Electrical characteristics 
Voltage 230V AC E27 – 110V AC E26

Bulb (Not included)
Fluo Energy Saver Ma× 70W E27/E26

Globe ø 10 cm

Certifications   
Certified to EEC standards

Manufactured to UL standards

Colours cap/cage
Matte Turquoise/Glossy Orange 

Matte Orange /Glossy Beige
Matte Anthracite/Glossy Turquoise

Metal: Black Nickel/Black 
Metal: Copper-Coated/White

RAL reference for finishes
Turquoise: RAL 6027 

Orange: RAL 2000  
Beige: RAL 1015 

Anthracite: RAL 7021

Material
Cap: aluminum sheet 1.2 mm 

Cage: Steel rod ø 5 mm

Finish
Cap in matte paint 

Cage in glossy paint

tull lamp
general specs



tull lamp
—

new finishing
copper-coated/white
black nickel/black





tull lamp
—

suspension

tull lamp
—

desk/floor

COD: 2.1 A TU

COD: 2.1 B TU

COD: 2.1 A OR

COD: 2.1 B OR

COD: 2.1 A AN

COD: 2.1 B AN

COD: 2.1 A NI

COD: 2.1 B NI

COD: 2.1 A CO

COD: 2.1 B CO



AVR9NZ]
designed by 

laura marìn saragozza

description
—

Tie is a pendant lamp inspired by knitwear. 
It is made of two opposing ceramic parts 

which are connected with coloured cotton ties 
to create impressive light and shadow games. 

It is available in two dimensions, a large version for 
stand-alone use and a small one 

that is perfect when set in rows or groups 
at different heights.

technical info
—

Suspension lamp in two sizes, with two-piece diffuser 
in molded terracotta, with outer finish (terracotta 

or gray) and white glaze inside; electrical wire 
and connection laces available in different colour 

combinations: 
blue or cream for the terracotta ones; 
yellow or anthracite for the gray ones; 

E26/E27 socket for the large suspension lamp, E14 for 
the small model.





Size cm 16,5 × 16,5 × 22
Weight kg 0,95 

Package size cm 25 × 25 × 30

Bulb (Not included)
Fluo Energy Saver Max 12W E14

Globe ø 5 cm

Ceiling cup
cm 3,6 × 3,6 × 3,5

Terracotta - same colour of the cap

Size cm 45 × 45 × 30
Weight kg 2,20 

Package size cm 60 × 60 × 30

Bulb (Not included)
Fluo Energy Saver Max 70W E27/E26

Globe ø 10 cm

Ceiling cup
cm 7,5 × 7,5 × 3,5

Terracotta - same colour of the cap

tie lamp largetie lamp
general specs

tie lamp mini

Electrical characteristics 
Voltage 230V AC E27 – 110V AC E26

Electrical cable
Cable coated in cotton 2 × 0.75

Double insulated - terminals with faston
Standard length - 120 cm

Certifications   
Certified to EEC standards

Manufactured to UL standards

Colours lamp/ropes
Terracotta/Ecru
Terracotta/Blue

Gray/Yellow
Gray/Anthracite

Materials
Caps and ceiling cup made in terracotta

Cotton rope
Cable coated in cotton

Finish
Matte liquid paints

Processing
Pouring into the mold  

for the parts in terracotta



tie lamp mini 
—

colour options

COD: 2.2 B TB COD: 2.2 B GYCOD: 2.2 B TW COD: 2.2 B GA



tie lamp 
—

colour options

COD: 2.2 A TW COD: 2.2 A GY COD: 2.2 A TB COD: 2.2 A GA
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Shortlisted for Young and Design 2014:
— Tull by Tommaso Caldera

Shortlisted for Young and Design 2015:
— Elma by Tommaso Caldera

Archiproducts design selection
Fuorisalone 2015
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Tommaso Caldera encloses
Tull Lamp in a wire cage
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Selected by Architonic
Maison & Objet Paris 2016

TULL FOR LAS IGUANAS RESTAURANTSTULL ON DEZEEN ELMA ON LIVING CORRIERE



Incipit Lab srl 
Milan—Italy
 
www.incipitlab.com
info@incipitlab.com 

For any sales inquiry 
please contact:
sales@incipitlab.com

@incipitlab #incipitlab


